
MOVIE REVIEW THE HELP

The story, based on Kathryn Stockett's best-seller, focuses on Skeeter Phelan (Emma Stone), a recent college graduate
who comes home and finds she doesn't fit in so easily. Stone has top billing, but her character seems a familiar type,
and the movie is stolen, one scene at a time.

Did you have dreams of being something else? Other married couples embrace and dance at a holiday gala.
The real reason for Minny's sacking was that she used the family's indoor bathroom rather than use an outside
toilet during a thunderstorm. Still, this is a good film, involving and wonderfully acted. Director Tate Taylor
keeps the race relations taut but not strident, as if we were living through the emerging civil rights movement
slowly but inevitably aimed at equality, not "separate but equal. Every black person knows that equality of
opportunity is a hard-earned victory against real adversities like unequal access to education and fantastical
adversities -- those battles we have to fight against the shadow of ourselves. Aibileen Viola Davis gets off the
bus "and then this sturdy, frightened woman starts running as if her life were in danger, because it's
Mississippi, and it is. Jessica Chastain as the ditzy but big-hearted Celia Foote cements her place as a great
modern actress following her memorable role as the compliant wife in Tree of Life. There is an attempt to give
Skeeter a boyfriend, but their brief friendship- it never really deserves the name "romance"- fizzles out when
he disapproves of her book and of her views on the race question. They would have benefitted from a more
fearless screenplay. She keeps your attention focused on her and Minny even when the story drifts over to
Elizabeth and her white friends, who include a segregationist housewife, Hilly Bryce Dallas Howard ,
energetic in a thankless role , and the far more liberal Skeeter Emma Stone, uncharacteristically wan. It's very
entertaining. Federal Bureau of Prisons : 38 percent of prisoners are Black yet Blacks only make up 13 percent
of the population at large. A note about the performancesâ€”Bryce Dallas Howard as the conservative,
prejudiced Hilly, is remarkably successful, making her a full-fledged actress and not just a famous director's
daughter. The society lady, Hilly Holbrook Bryce Dallas Howard , is a relentless social climber who fires
Minny after long years of service. In a pool of dreadful night, Aibileen and a young man trade goodbyes and
rush off. It isn't likely to appeal to young kids, but it's a historically relevant drama that mature tweens and
teens can see with their parents. Through Skeeter, Aibileen, and Minny's partnership, the idea that a member
of the "elite" class can find common ground with disenfranchised African-American servants is critical to the
movie, even if it was improbable in real life. Photo Emma Stone plays a journalist who decides to tell the
unknown stories of black women of the kind she has known all her life. Unlike most of her friends, Skeeter is
a liberal on racial issues and is horrified by the bigoted views which she has heard other white women express,
often quite openly in front of their black servants. If this project makes us go into our daily lives and makes us
view those who facilitate our lives -- whether it's your personal assistant, your gardener, your cleaning lady,
whoever -- if you aren't treating them with a level of respect, then, hopefully, after seeing this movie, you will
understand the importance of that. The film not only teaches about segregation and the importance of racial
equality, but it also shows how oppressed people have important stories to tell. Mesmerizing - Pure Oscar
Material! Minny helps her with these tasks and many more, some heart-breaking, and fills her with realistic
advice. This is akin to creating a scene where a Jew is running from someone she thinks might be a Nazi
sympathizer but who is in fact just a friendly guy. Spencer won a "Best Supporting Actress" Oscar. We don't
always go to the movies for searing truth, but more often for reassurance: Yes, racism is vile and cruel, but
hey, not all white people are bad. One character orders drink after drink on a blind date. Minny needs a job,
and is happy to work for her.


